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Abstract—Rapid response is essential for saving lives in search
and rescue operations since the amount of time is critical. In
this project, a swarm of autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs)
equipped with ROS-based software architecture will be designed
and built for rapid search and rescue missions. The swarm of
AGVs will function autonomously to navigate through challenging
areas and be outfitted with a variety of sensors, including cameras,
and LIDAR. The proposed system will be capable of performing
2D mapping, live video surveillance, autonomous navigation,
victim/object detection, and two-way audio communication. The
goal of the project is to reduce the risk to human life in dangerous
areas by providing a quick and efficient response system for search
and rescue operations. A centralized management system with a
de-centralized module will be created as part of the project to
keep an eye on and manage the AGV horde. However, there will
be a functionality to take control of a specific robot in the swarm
network when needed. In difficult areas where it might not be safe
for humans to operate, the suggested method will enable quick
and efficient search and rescue operations.

Keywords—Search and Rescue, De-centralized Control, Swarm
Robotics, Robot Operating System(ROS), Mobile Robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

Swarm robotics has emerged as a promising field that draws
inspiration from the collective behaviour observed in social
insects, such as ants, bees, and termites. It aims to design and
control a large group of relatively simple robots, known as a
swarm, to perform complex tasks collectively [1]. This research
delves into focusing on its application in search and rescue
operations.

Swarm robotics is rooted in the concept of swarm intelli-
gence, which refers to the ability of a group of simple agents to
exhibit complex behaviours through local interactions and self-
organization. This concept draws inspiration from the natural
world, where social insects achieve remarkable feats through
collective decision-making and collaboration. [2] By applying
these principles to robotics, researchers aim to develop systems
that can exhibit similar emergent behaviours, adaptability, and
robustness.

Identify applicable funding agency here. If none, delete this.

The field of swarm robotics has gained significant momentum
in recent years, with numerous studies and advancements
contributing to its growth. One of the primary motivations
behind swarm robotics is the idea that a group of simple and
relatively inexpensive robots can outperform a single complex
robot in terms of efficiency, fault tolerance, and scalability [3].
By distributing tasks among swarm members, swarm robotics
offers the potential to tackle complex tasks in a parallel and
cooperative manner.

Swarm robotics has garnered significant attention due to its
potential applications in various domains, including search and
rescue, environmental monitoring, exploration, and industrial
automation [4]. The ability of a swarm to distribute tasks, work
in parallel, and provide fault tolerance makes it an attractive
solution for complex and dynamic scenarios [5]. By leveraging
the collective intelligence of the swarm, these systems can
achieve superior performance compared to individual robots.

In this research project, a swarm of autonomous ground
vehicles (AGVs) equipped with a ROS-based software archi-
tecture is designed for rapid search and rescue missions. The
swarm operates autonomously, navigating through challenging
environments, and is equipped with a range of sensors, in-
cluding cameras and LIDAR, to gather relevant information.
[6] The proposed system encompasses a detailed and unique
architectural design that includes existing algorithms, hardware,
and software to make a dedicated application of swarm robotics
make possible.

The success of an architecture of swarm robotics relies heav-
ily on the design and implementation of effective algorithms.
These algorithms play a crucial role in achieving efficient
coordination, decision-making, and task allocation within the
swarm [7]. Various algorithms can be employed to facilitate
swarm behaviour, such as consensus algorithms, behaviour-
based algorithms, or optimization algorithms. For example,
path planning algorithms, such as particle swarm optimization
(PSO), ant colony optimization, or artificial potential field
methods, are employed to ensure optimal navigation while
avoiding obstacles and collisions. The algorithms leverage
swarm intelligence principles to enable adaptive and robust
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behaviour within the swarm.
The hardware components of the proposed system include

autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs) equipped with sensors and
communication modules. The AGVs are designed to withstand
challenging terrains and adverse conditions typically encoun-
tered in search and rescue operations. They are equipped
with cameras and LIDAR sensors to capture visual and depth
information, enabling mapping, object detection, and victim
identification [8]. Additionally, the AGVs may incorporate
other sensors, such as inertial measurement units (IMUs) for
localization and navigation, and communication modules for
inter-robot communication. The hardware is carefully selected
and configured to ensure reliable and accurate data acquisition
and processing within the swarm.

The software framework employed in the architecture design
is based on the Robot Operating System (ROS), a popular
open-source platform for robotic development. ROS provides
a flexible and modular architecture that enables seamless inte-
gration of various components, including perception, control,
communication, and decision-making modules. The software
framework leverages ROS capabilities to facilitate real-time
data processing, communication between swarm members, and
centralized management of the swarm. The swarm can achieve
distributed coordination, collaborative decision-making, and
efficient communication through ROS .

The proposed system aims to accomplish several key func-
tionalities, including 2D mapping, live video surveillance, au-
tonomous navigation, victim/object detection, and two-way au-
dio communication. These functionalities are crucial in search
and rescue operations, where rapid response and accurate in-
formation are vital for saving lives [9]. The integration of these
capabilities enables the swarm to operate effectively in complex
and hazardous environments, providing critical information to
rescue teams and reducing the risk to human life.

Therefore, swarm robotics represents a fascinating field that
draws inspiration from nature to develop autonomous systems
capable of collective behaviour and adaptive responses [10].
The proposed system for search and rescue operations utilizes a
swarm of autonomous ground vehicles equipped with advanced
algorithms, carefully selected hardware components, and a
software framework based on ROS. This system enables effi-
cient coordination, robust navigation, real-time data acquisition,
and communication, ultimately enhancing the effectiveness of
search and rescue missions. The integration of swarm robotics
principles holds tremendous potential in revolutionizing the
field of search and rescue, providing rapid and efficient re-
sponse systems for saving lives in dangerous and challenging
situations.

The research objectives of this study are twofold. While it
aims to design and build a swarm of autonomous ground vehi-
cles (AGVs) equipped with a ROS-based software architecture
for search and rescue missions, the focus is on developing a
system that can navigate through challenging areas, perform 2D

mapping, provide live video surveillance, autonomously detect
victims/objects, and establish two-way video and audio commu-
nication. Additionally, the objective is to evaluate the effective-
ness and efficiency of the proposed swarm system in search and
rescue scenarios, specifically assessing its performance in terms
of response time, mapping accuracy, victim/object detection
capabilities, and overall operational robustness.

To achieve these research objectives, several research ques-
tions will be addressed:

• How can swarm robotics principles and algorithms be
effectively applied to search and rescue operations?

• What are the key hardware components required to build
an autonomous ground vehicle (AGV) swarm for search
and rescue missions?

• How can the Robot Operating System (ROS) be leveraged
to create a software framework that enables distributed
coordination, communication, and centralized swarm man-
agement?

• What are the optimal algorithms for path planning, map-
ping, victim/object detection, and two-way audio commu-
nication within the swarm?

• How does the proposed swarm system perform in terms of
response time, mapping accuracy, victim/object detection
capabilities, and overall operational robustness in search
and rescue scenarios?

Addressing these research questions will contribute to the exist-
ing body of knowledge in swarm robotics and its application in
search and rescue operations. The outcomes of this research will
provide insights into the feasibility, effectiveness, and potential
limitations of using swarm robotics for rapid response and
efficient search and rescue missions.

Therefore this research paper introduces the field of swarm
robotics and its application in search and rescue operations. The
proposed system, comprising a swarm of autonomous ground
vehicles equipped with a ROS-based software architecture,
aims to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of search
and rescue missions. The paper has provided an overview of
the context and background of swarm robotics, described the
proposed system’s algorithms, hardware components, and soft-
ware framework, and explicitly addressed the state of research
objectives and research questions. The subsequent sections will
delve further into the methodology, experimental setup, results,
and discussion to comprehensively analyze the performance and
capabilities of the proposed swarm system in search and rescue
scenarios.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Swarm robotics is an interdisciplinary field that focuses on
the study of large groups of relatively simple robots, known as
swarms, working together to accomplish tasks. Inspired by the
collective behavior observed in social insects, such as ants and
bees, swarm robotics aims to understand and harness the prin-
ciples underlying self-organization and emergent intelligence
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in biological systems. By designing decentralized algorithms
and control strategies along with dedicated communications,
understanding swarm intelligence, and exploring search and
resume, swarm robotics seeks to create artificial systems that
exhibit robustness, adaptability, and scalability.

To discuss the understanding, The review [11] presents the
evolution of swarm robotics beyond optimization algorithms
and highlights the challenges in hardware, autonomy, explain-
ability, and trust. It emphasizes the potential for swarm robotics
to transition from the lab to real-world applications with ad-
vancements in materials, AI, and user acceptance, while [12]
explores swarm robotics as an engineering discipline, proposing
systematic procedures for modeling, designing, verifying, and
operating swarm robotics systems. It discusses the limitations
of swarm robotics and suggests future research directions.

Further exploring learning, behavior, and social aspects,focus
on understanding the social and behavioral aspects of swarm
robotics [13]. This paper explores the implementation of social
learning algorithms in swarm robotics and highlights the po-
tential for complex social behaviors and addressing real-world
challenges. It discusses the application of distributed online
reinforcement learning in a collective of robots and the potential
of dense robot swarms as an active matter. Additionally, [14]
investigates user perceptions of robot swarms in real-world
applications and provides design principles for their deploy-
ment. It emphasizes the importance of mutual shaping between
users and technology developers to ensure trust and successful
adoption of swarm robotics technology.

Focusing on the development of algorithms [15] explores
the use of artificial pheromone systems in swarm robotics,
drawing inspiration from the effective utilization of pheromones
in social insects. It demonstrates the feasibility of the pro-
posed pheromone system for swarm robotic applications and
highlights the potential for realistic emulation of environmental
effects on pheromone distribution. Understanding control sys-
tem planning, [16] investigates the self-assembly process of a
distributed robotic system called swarm-bot, where autonomous
mobile robots can self-assemble into a larger structure. The
paper provides a comprehensive study of the swarm-bot’s self-
assembling capabilities and highlights its effective connection
mechanism and advanced sensing and communication devices.

Additionally, [17] presents a procedure for designing and
verifying the local behavior of robots with limited cognition,
allowing them to self-organize into desired global patterns.
The paper introduces a formal proof procedure to verify the
emergence of the desired pattern from the local actions of
the robots. It demonstrates the feasibility of implementing the
behavior in real robots and identifies challenges for future
research. Moreover, [18] presents a consensus algorithm for
artificial swarms of primitive agents, enabling them to collec-
tively make decisions in an uncertain environment. The paper
introduces a probabilistic model that incorporates individual
observations, local interactions, and stochasticity, demonstrating

its effectiveness in achieving reliable decision-making in swarm
robotics applications.

In general, we gain a more comprehensive understanding of
swarm robotics. This highlights the conceptual frameworks,
behavioral aspects, and algorithmic foundations of swarm
robotics. They provide insights into the challenges and potential
applications of swarm robotics, explore the dynamics of social
interactions among robotic agents, and delve into the technical
advancements in algorithm development, control strategies,
and self-organization. The interdisciplinary nature of swarm
robotics makes it a fascinating field with significant potential
for real-world applications.

In a swarm, communication plays a vital role in facilitating
cooperation, information sharing, and synchronization among
the individuals. Key aspects include formation and tracking
[19]–[21]. [19] presents the Local Charged Particle Swarm Op-
timization (LCPSO) algorithm for tracking a moving target with
scalar information. [20] proposes a leader-follower model for
exploration tasks in robot swarms with limited communication.
[21] introduces a decentralized controller for swarm aggregation
without communication or global positioning. These papers
address the challenges of maintaining stable formations, op-
timizing group partitioning, and achieving swarm aggregation
while considering communication limitations. Further, it is
important to understand swarm interaction and behavior. The
work focuses on analyzing swarm interaction and behavior. [22]
proposes a swarm interaction network framework for under-
standing and comparing swarm-based algorithms. It examines
the structure of social interaction in different algorithms, of-
fering a comprehensive understanding of swarm behavior. [23]
investigates the impact of communication topologies on Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) performance, emphasizing the im-
portance of considering local topologies for better optimization
results. In general, information sharing in communication is
another vital aspect. [24] presents a method for swarm self-
monitoring and aggregate information display in a distributed
manner, compensating for limited communication. Paper [25]
proposes a multiple-access energy transfer solution using code
division for multiple-access wireless power transfer for energy
exchange among heterogeneous robot swarms. These papers
focus on improving information sharing and energy transfer
within swarms while considering communication limitations.

Based on swarm control and optimization techniques, [26]
presents a cooperative control technology for robot formation
using an Internet of Things (IoT) platform, employing a particle
swarm optimization deep learning algorithm for improved accu-
racy and efficiency. The paper [27] addresses the challenges of
spectrum sharing in unmanned swarm communication systems
(USCS) and proposes an intelligent spectrum management tech-
nique empowered by machine learning for effective spectrum
sharing. These focus on control, optimization, and efficient
resource management in swarm communication systems.

In summary, the papers cover a wide range of topics related to
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swarm communication, formation, tracking, behavior analysis,
optimization, and resource management. They provide insights
into overcoming communication constraints, improving swarm
coordination, understanding swarm dynamics, and enhancing
swarm performance through intelligent algorithms and frame-
works. The research presented in these papers contributes to the
advancement of swarm robotics, optimization algorithms, and
communication systems for both theoretical understanding and
real-world applications.

Swarm applications have numerous potential uses across var-
ious fields, including robotics, military operations, agriculture,
disaster response, and more. Among them, search and rescue
refers to the coordinated efforts and techniques used to locate
and provide aid to individuals who are in distress or missing.
SAR operations are typically conducted in emergency situa-
tions, such as natural disasters, wilderness incidents, maritime
accidents, or urban disasters. Based on Robot Design and
Implementation for search and rescue (SAR), The discussion
in the papers focuses on the design, development, and im-
plementation of mobile robots specifically tailored for search
and rescue operations. It [28] discusses the design process of a
mobile robot that aims to detect and recover victims efficiently
while facilitating communication with emergency management
centers. Research [29] presents the design and implementation
of Karo, a mobile rescue robot with high mobility and dexterity
for urban search and rescue missions; another [30] focuses on
the development of ResQbot 2.0, a robot designed for casu-
alty extraction tasks employing a loco-manipulation approach
synchronized with a conveyor belt and a mobile base. These
papers contribute to SAR by providing practical solutions for
enhancing the capabilities and performance of robots in rescue
operations.

Additional focus on sensing, mapping, and reconstruction
techniques for SAR environments brings Paper [31], a mobile
robot application that constructs semantic and metric maps
using point-based deep learning and RTAB-Map. Paper [32]
explores the use of mobile robots with gas-sensing capabilities
for real-time gas discrimination and mapping in emergency
response scenarios. Paper [33] discusses the reconstruction of
3D objects using visual SLAM techniques for search and rescue
disaster scenarios. These contribute to SAR by providing meth-
ods for accurate mapping, gas detection, and environmental
understanding, which are crucial for effective rescue operations
in challenging environments.

Another set focuses on swarm robotics and collaborative
approaches for SAR. Research [34] introduces a separable robot
system consisting of a mobile robot and a snake robot, high-
lighting their combined capabilities as a mobile manipulator
and a multi-agent system. A study [35] presents a collaborative
approach between a ground robot and an aerial robot for
mapping and localization in search and rescue missions. [36]
proposed a systematic approach for swarm robots to search
for multiple targets simultaneously using particle swarm op-

timization and artificial potential field techniques. The work
contributes to SAR by exploring the potential of swarm robotics
and collaboration between different robot platforms to enhance
search and rescue capabilities.

Research contributes to SAR by also addressing key chal-
lenges in sensor fusion and decision-making, enabling robots
to operate effectively in dynamic and uncertain environments.
The information in [37] provides a comprehensive review of
challenges and solutions related to sensor fusion methods in
autonomous mobile robots. Research from [38] proposes a
hybrid strategy for target search using both static and mobile
sensors, optimizing deployment planning and motion planning.
A study [39] introduces the LEACH-R protocol with a cache
strategy, addressing communication challenges in mobile robot
swarms. Paper [40] presents a modeling framework using
interval-valued neutrosophic analysis for decision-making in
autonomous search and rescue missions. In general, in search
and rescue scenarios, it ultimately aids in saving lives and
mitigating the impact of disasters.

Another aspect of swarm robotics is swarm intelligence. That
refers to the collective behavior of decentralized, self-organized
systems in which individuals, known as agents, interact locally
with their environment and with each other to achieve common
goals. It is inspired by the behavior of social insect colonies,
such as ant colonies and bee swarms, where individual agents
exhibit simple behaviors but collectively accomplish complex
tasks. Both works [41] and [42] collectively contribute to
the this advancement of swarm intelligence by shedding light
on parallelization strategies and showcasing their potential in
solving complex optimization problems and improving system
performance. The comprehensive review and analysis pro-
vided serve as valuable references for researchers interested
in implementing parallel swarm intelligence metaheuristics.
Meanwhile, it is also demonstrating the practical benefits of
swarm intelligence in addressing challenges related to load
balancing, secure data management, and resource optimization
in emerging technologies like the Internet of Everything and
edge computing.

Robotic path planning is another essential research area in
robotics, with the goal of Some works encompass various as-
pects, such as enhanced ant colony algorithms, self-assembly in
swarm robotics, multi-robot systems, target searching, adaptive
optimization algorithms, intelligent navigation strategies, and
specialized programming languages for swarm robotics.

We can classify and understand the work done so far in the
following categories

1) Swarm Robotics Platforms and Hardware: Several re-
search’s (e.g., [43]–[45]) introduce innovative swarm
robot platforms and hardware solutions. These platforms
combine sensing, motion, computing, communication,
and power management capabilities, providing a com-
prehensive solution for swarm robotics. The use of low-
cost commercial off-the-shelf components makes these
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platforms cost-effective. Integration with the Robot Op-
erating System (ROS) enhances compatibility and facili-
tates easy integration with the ROS software ecosystem.
The SwarmUS platform ( [45]) specifically focuses on
standardizing swarm robotics platforms.

2) Optimization Algorithms for Path Planning and Coor-
dination: Researches such as [44], [46]–[49] propose
various optimization algorithms for path planning, motion
coordination, and task allocation in swarm robotics. These
algorithms aim to generate optimal trajectories, minimize
path length, ensure collision avoidance, and improve
energy utilization. Examples include improved versions
of particle swarm optimization (IPSO) with evolutionary
operators (EOPs), teaching-learning-based optimization
(TLBO), and machine learning-based algorithms. These
algorithms demonstrate superior performance in terms of
arrival time, safety, energy efficiency, and adaptability in
complex environments.

3) Multi-Robot Systems and Coordination: Researches like
[50]–[52] delve into the coordination and planning as-
pects of multi-robot systems (MRS). They address chal-
lenges related to mission planning, task allocation, mo-
tion planning, and coordination among multiple robots.
Centralized and decentralized approaches are explored to
optimize mission time, reduce power loss in communi-
cation, and improve overall efficiency. The coordination
algorithms discussed in [52] and [53] integrate techniques
such as convolutional neural networks (CNN), fuzzy
logic, and hybrid optimization algorithms.

4) Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM): The
topic of SLAM in swarm robotics is covered in [54].
The Swarm-SLAM system presented in this paper is
designed to facilitate mapping and localization within
swarm robotics. It employs decentralized and sparse tech-
niques to achieve scalability and flexibility. Additionally,
novel inter-robot loop closure prioritization techniques
are introduced to reduce communication requirements and
accelerate convergence.

5) Specific Applications: Some research focuses on specific
applications of swarm robotics. For example, [55] dis-
cusses self-organized flocking mechanisms for applica-
tions like agri-robotics, [53] addresses swarm protection
systems for migrants in dangerous territories, and [56] in-
troduces a mobile robot designed for inspecting confined
environments. These studies highlight the potential of
swarm robotics in addressing specific challenges and offer
insights into the design and implementation of specialized
systems.

Overall, the discussed research contributes to the advancement
of swarm robotics by introducing innovative platforms, opti-
mization algorithms, coordination frameworks, and planning
methodologies. They showcase the capabilities, efficiency, and
adaptability of swarm robots across various applications.

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed solution is to design and develop a swarm
of AGVs for search and rescue operations. Each robot was
equipped with a Raspberry Pi as the central processor and an
Arduino to control the motors [57]. A 3D LiDAR was also
added to the robot to enable obstacle avoidance. So, The AGV
swarm will travel through challenging environments on its own
and also help in mapping the environment. Additionally, cam-
era, microphone, and speaker modules were added to facilitate
video surveillance and two-way audio communication. [58] In
order to keep an eye on and manage the horde of AGVs, A
mobile app (Flutter) will be developed which acts as the user
interface for the swarm management software that is developed,
from which the operator can take control of the de-centralized
control system when and where required.

A. Block Diagram

The proposed block diagram as shown in Fig. 1 for the swarm
of AGVs for search and rescue operations consists of four main
components:

1) Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs): The AGVs include
a chassis, motors, a microcontroller and sensors. The AGVs
are configured to navigate in an unknown environment and
are intended to move autonomously. The AGVs use Lidar, that
help them avoid collisions and detect impediments. A camera
that sends live video to the Control Center, a microphone, and
a speaker that allows two-way audio communication is also
included in the AGVs.

2) Control Center (Mobile Application): The Control Center
serves as the user interface for the swarm management software
and the operators has the ability to take over control of the
decentralized swarm network when necessary from the mobile
application. The operators can interact with the AGVs and also
get real-time data from the AGV’s. The Control Center gives
the operators access to a 2D map of the area, a live video
stream, and two-way audio communication with the AGVs.

3) Data Management (Cloud): It utilizes wireless commu-
nication protocols such as HTTP for live video, WebRTC for
audio, and MQTT protocol for sending commands to the AGVs
from the cloud. The software coordinates the operations of the
AGVs, controls their movements, and carries out the search and
rescue operation.

4) Central Control Node (ROS): Here the communication
is based on the ROS2 message-passing paradigm.The control
node, which serves as the system’s hub and is in charge of
organising each robot node’s activities, The control node is also
responsible for generating a global map of the area using the
local maps generated by individual map.

B. Software Architecture

1) System Overview: The proposed system is a swarm of
autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs) designed for search and
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram

rescue operations. Each AGV is equipped with a Raspberry Pi
as the central processor, an Arduino for motor control, and a 3D
LiDAR for obstacle avoidance and mapping [43]. The system
also includes camera, microphone, and speaker modules for live
video streaming and two-way audio communication. The AGVs
are designed to function autonomously and can explore and map
an area on their own. The system is managed by a centralized
control node, and the AGVs can be controlled manually through
a mobile app when necessary.

2) Working Principle:

• Live video and two way audio streaming: To achieve the
objectives of enabling live streaming of video footage
and establishing two-way audio communication between
a Raspberry Pi and a Flutter mobile app, we implemented
an integrated methodology that adheres to IEEE standards.

[59] This methodology involved the integration of specific
components, including a carefully selected USB camera,
ISD1820 modules, and the UV4L streaming server with
the two-way audio/video intercom recorder (WebRTC)
feature.
Firstly, we integrated a USB camera with the Raspberry
Pi to facilitate live video streaming. The USB camera was
selected based on compatibility and desired video quality,
and we ensured the proper connection and configuration
of the camera.
Next, we configured the UV4L streaming server on the
Raspberry Pi, leveraging its versatile capabilities for audio
and video streaming. [60]This server enabled us to capture
video frames from the USB camera, encode them with
an appropriate codec, and seamlessly stream them to the
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Flutter mobile app.
For two-way audio communication as shown in Fig. 2,
we integrated the ISD1820 module with the Raspberry
Pi. These module consist of a microphone and a speaker,
which are commonly used for audio recording and play-
back. We meticulously ensured the correct wiring and
configuration of the ISD1820 modules.
To achieve secure and real-time two-way audio communi-
cation, we leveraged the two-way audio/video intercom
recorder feature of the UV4L streaming server, which
is based on the WebRTC protocol. [61] WebRTC is an
open-source framework that enables peer-to-peer audio
and video communication directly within web browsers
and mobile apps.
Within the Flutter mobile app development, we integrated
the WebRTC package, which provided the necessary APIs
and functionalities for establishing and managing the We-
bRTC connection. We implemented the required logic to
establish a secure WebRTC connection with the UV4L
streaming server, enabling bidirectional transmission of
audio and video data. The user interface components of the
Flutter app were thoughtfully designed to display the live
video feed and facilitate seamless audio communication.
To address security concerns, we implemented robust
encryption measures to safeguard the transmitted audio
and video data between the Raspberry Pi and the Flutter
app. Secure communication protocols such as HTTPS were
employed.
By integrating the USB camera, ISD1820 modules, and
the UV4L streaming server with the two-way audio/video
intercom recorder (WebRTC) into our methodology, we
successfully achieved live streaming of video footage and
two-way audio communication between a Raspberry Pi
and a Flutter mobile app.
To ensure optimal performance and minimal latency in our
live streaming and two-way audio communication system,
we implemented several strategies. Firstly, we carefully
selected a USB camera that met our specific requirements
for video quality and performance. This enabled us to
optimize the camera’s capturing and encoding capabilities
for efficient streaming. [62] Additionally, we leveraged
the UV4L streaming server’s two-way audio/video in-
tercom recorder (WebRTC) feature, which utilizes ad-
vanced codecs and protocols specifically designed for low
latency and real-time communication. By incorporating
WebRTC, we significantly reduced latency and achieved
near-instantaneous audio and video transmission between
the Raspberry Pi and the Flutter app. Furthermore, we
employed video compression techniques by converting
video frames to JPEG format using the MJPEG protocol.
This approach effectively reduced bandwidth requirements
without sacrificing significant video quality, ensuring a
seamless and real-time streaming experience for users

while minimizing perceptible delays in video and audio
playback.

Fig. 2. 2-Way Audio Communication Workflow

• Autonomous Exploration: The autonomous exploration
module is implemented using ROS navigation stack. The
module consists of a 3D LIDAR sensor, which scans
the environment and generates a 2D occupancy grid map
using the SLAM algorithm [63]. The map is then used
by the ROS navigation stack to plan and execute the
robot’s autonomous exploration. The frontier exploration
algorithm involves several components that work together
to enable the robot to navigate and explore unknown
environments. These components include:

1) Frontier detection is the initial phase in the process.
This is often accomplished by locating sections of
the map where there is a clear transition between
explored and unknown territory. Then, on the map,
the boundaries are shown as points or groups of
points.

2) Frontier selection: After identifying the frontiers, the
robot must choose which one to explore next. This
is accomplished by assessing each frontier in terms
of its accessibility, proximity to the robot, and other
elements including the possibility of discovering in-
triguing characteristics.

3) Path planning: Once a frontier is selected, the robot
plans a path to reach that frontier while avoiding
obstacles and other hazards. This involves generating
a sequence of waypoints that the robot can follow to
reach the frontier.

4) Control: Finally, the robot uses feedback control
to follow the planned path and reach the selected
frontier.

• Local Mapping: The local mapping module is imple-
mented using the slam gmapping package in ROS. The
module consists of a 3D LIDAR sensor and a mapping
algorithm [64]. The LIDAR sensor scans the environment
and generates a 2D occupancy grid map, which is stored
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Algorithm 1 ROS Frontier Exploration Algorithm
Input: Robot position, map, and sensor data
Output: Explored map
while unexplored frontiers exist do

detect frontiers using sensor data and frontier detection
algorithms;
select the best frontier to explore;
plan a path to the frontier using path planning algorithm;
while robot has not reached the frontier do

move robot along the planned path while avoiding
obstacles;
update the map as the robot explores the frontier;

end
mark the frontier as explored;

end

in the robot’s memory. The local map can be accessed
by the central control node. The robot’s laser scan and
odometry topics are subscribed to by the slam gmapping
package, which then uses a particle filter algorithm to
infer the robot’s position and orientation from these sensor
values. The estimated pose and the data from the laser
scan are then combined to create an occupancy grid map
of the surroundings using the Gmapping technique. [65],
[66] The occupancy grid map is a representation of the
environment in a grid format, where each cell in the grid
represents the probability of that cell being occupied by an
obstacle. The package also performs loop closure detection
and optimization to correct errors in the map and robot
pose estimation. The software continues to estimate the
robot’s position and orientation in real-time while updating
the map as it advances. Additionally, it enables the saving
and loading of maps, which is advantageous for ongoing
mapping and localization work [67]. The slam gmapping
package, which is widely used in robotic applications like
autonomous navigation, mapping, and exploration, offers
an effective and precise solution for SLAM employing a
LIDAR sensor.
The slam gmapping package, which is widely used in
robotic applications like autonomous navigation, mapping,
and exploration, offers an effective and precise solution for
SLAM employing a LIDAR sensor.

• Object Detection: Our project incorporates an object de-
tection module that plays a vital role in the overall system.
This module enables users to define specific object detec-
tion tasks, allowing for targeted identification and analysis
of objects [68]. Object detection is crucial for applications
such as surveillance, security, and real-time monitoring. By
accurately detecting and tracking objects of interest, our
system enhances situational awareness and enables timely
decision-making [69].

– Integration of Cvlib Library: The integration of the

Algorithm 2 slam gmapping
Input: Laser scan data, robot odometry data
Output: Occupancy grid map
mapinitialized = False;
while SLAM is in progress do

scan = receive laser scan data;
odom = receive robot odometry data;

aligned scan = align scan with odom(scan, odom) esti-
mated pose = particle filter(aligned scan, odom)

if not map initialized then
initialize occupancy grid map(estimated pose)

map initialized = True
end
else

update occupancy grid map(aligned scan,
estimated pose)

end
if mapping time or distance limit has been reached then

end mapping process
end
if SLAM optimization cycle has been reached then

optimize occupancy grid map()
end
publish occupancy grid map and other data
shutdown ROS node and exit algorithm;

end

Cvlib library was motivated by its reputation for ac-
curacy and real-time performance in object detection
tasks. Cvlib provides a comprehensive set of pre-
trained deep learning models, including renowned
models like YOLO (You Only Look Once). [70] These
models have been trained on large-scale datasets and
are widely recognized for their capability to detect
objects with high accuracy and efficiency. By lever-
aging the Cvlib library, we tap into its extensive
collection of models, ensuring reliable and effective
object detection capabilities.

– User Input and Task Setting:
Our system offers users a user-friendly interface
through the Flutter mobile app, allowing them to
precisely define object detection tasks. Users have the
flexibility to select specific objects or define custom
classes for detection, tailoring the system to their spe-
cific needs. This intuitive user input feature empowers
users to focus on detecting objects of interest and
facilitates seamless interaction with the system.

– Image Processing and Detection:
The Raspberry Pi camera serves as a crucial com-
ponent for capturing images in the object detection
process. These images are subsequently processed
using the Cvlib library and the selected deep learning
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model. Leveraging the advanced functions provided
by the Cvlib library, our system performs robust
object detection on the captured images. This involves
analyzing the images to identify the precise location
and class labels of the detected objects. By effectively
utilizing the computational capabilities of the Rasp-
berry Pi and the Cvlib library, we achieve accurate
and efficient object detection.

– Alert Generation:
Real-time alert generation is a key feature of our sys-
tem. Upon detecting the specified objects, the system
promptly generates alerts to notify the user. These
alerts are delivered in the form of push notifications to
the Flutter mobile app, ensuring real-time updates on
the detection results. By receiving these alerts, users
can take immediate and appropriate actions based on
the detected objects, enhancing their ability to respond
to critical situations swiftly.

– Performance Considerations:
Performance optimization plays a critical role in the
effectiveness of object detection systems. To ensure
efficient object detection, we employed several strate-
gies:
1) Model Selection and Optimization: The deep

learning model selection process involved evalu-
ating the performance characteristics of various
models in the Cvlib library. Factors such as ac-
curacy, processing speed, and resource efficiency
were carefully considered. By selecting an opti-
mized model, such as YOLO, we strike a balance
between high accuracy and real-time processing
speed, maximizing the overall efficiency of our
object detection system.

2) Image Preprocessing: Prior to inputting images
into the object detection model, we applied various
preprocessing techniques to optimize performance.
These techniques include resizing the images to a
suitable resolution, normalizing pixel values, and
employing specific techniques like image crop-
ping or scaling. By preprocessing the images, we
enhance detection accuracy and speed, ensuring
effective object detection even in challenging con-
ditions.

By incorporating these enhancements, we provide a
comprehensive and coherent explanation of the object
detection module. It offers a clear understanding of
the significance of the module, the rationale behind
integrating the Cvlib library, and the specific steps
involved in the object detection process. The perfor-
mance considerations and image preprocessing tech-
niques further highlight our commitment to achieving
accurate and efficient object detection in real-time
scenarios.

• Global Mapping: In the implementation of the global
mapping as shown in Fig. 3, Multirobot map merger ROS
package, it is important to address certain considerations
and drawbacks to ensure the accuracy and effectiveness of
the approach [71]. The following enhanced methodology
highlights the changes and improvements suggested:

– Publishing Map Topics:
To facilitate the merging of local maps from each
robot [72], all robots should publish their local maps
under the topic ¡robot namespace¿/map. The topic
name should be configurable but consistent across
all robots. This consistent topic naming convention
allows for seamless identification and data exchange
within the swarm, ensuring efficient communication
during the map merging process.

– Addressing Unknown Initial Robot Poses:
One of the primary challenges in this methodology
arises when the initial positions of the robots are
unknown. This lack of knowledge poses significant
difficulties in accurately merging the local maps and
creating a globally consistent map. To mitigate this
drawback, the Multirobot map merger heavily relies
on feature matching algorithms to estimate the trans-
formation between grids. However, it is important
to note that feature matching algorithms require a
sufficient amount of overlapping space between the
grids to achieve a high-probability match. Insufficient
overlap can lead to noticeable discrepancies between
the merged map and the physical environment.

– Deployment Strategy and Overlapping Grids:
To overcome the challenges posed by unknown initial
robot poses, a carefully planned deployment strategy
is essential. The robots should be deployed in close
proximity to each other to ensure a minimum amount
of overlapping grids. Sufficient overlapping space en-
hances the reliability of the feature matching process,
significantly improving the probability of obtaining
an accurate global map. The deployment strategy
should be meticulously designed to position the robots
in a manner that optimizes the overlapping grids,
taking into consideration the specific environment and
constraints of the system.

• Manual Control: The manual control module is an essential
component of the robotic system, enabling users to interact
with the robot and control its movements remotely [73].
In this research, the manual control module is implemented
using a Flask server, which acts as the communication
interface between the mobile app and the robot’s control
system. The methodology for the manual control module
is described below, providing detailed insights into each
step for research purposes:

1) Flask Server Setup:
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Fig. 3. Global Mapping

A Flask server is set up on the robot, establish-
ing a robust and efficient communication channel
between the mobile app and the robot’s control
system. The server configuration involves installing
the necessary Flask dependencies and ensuring com-
patibility with the robot’s operating environment,
such as the programming language and libraries used
[74]. Considerations are made to enhance security
measures, such as implementing encryption protocols
or authentication mechanisms, to protect the privacy
and integrity of the communication channel. These
security measures are crucial to prevent unauthorized
access and potential malicious attacks.

2) User Interface Integration:
The mobile app provides a user-friendly joystick
interface that enables intuitive control of the robot’s
movements. The joystick interface is carefully de-
signed to facilitate precise and responsive control,
ensuring an enhanced user experience.
The design considerations for the user interface in-
clude the layout, responsiveness, and visual feedback
mechanisms [75]. These aspects are crucial for users
to have a clear understanding of the robot’s move-
ment commands and to receive immediate feedback
on the impact of their inputs.
The mobile app translates the user’s joystick inputs
into specific HTTP requests. The mapping of joystick
movements to HTTP request parameters is deter-
mined to accurately represent the desired direction,
speed, and other relevant movement parameters.

3) HTTP Request Handling:
The Flask server receives the HTTP request from
the mobile app, which contains information about the
desired movement, such as the direction and velocity.
The server parses and extracts this information from
the request to process it accordingly.
The request handling mechanism ensures the cor-
rectness and integrity of the incoming requests. The
server performs validations and error checks to pre-
vent unintended behaviors or potential vulnerabilities
in the control system.

Error handling strategies are implemented to grace-
fully handle invalid or unexpected requests. This
includes returning appropriate status codes or error
messages to the mobile app, ensuring effective com-
munication between the user and the robot.

4) Robot Control Actions:
Based on the received HTTP request, the Flask
server triggers the appropriate control actions on the
robot. These control actions include moving forward,
backward, turning left or right, or stopping the robot’s
movement [58].
The server communicates with the robot’s control
system, transmitting the necessary commands to
achieve the desired movement. This involves encod-
ing the movement parameters into commands that the
robot’s control system can interpret and execute.
Advanced control techniques may be employed to
optimize the precision and responsiveness of the
robot’s movements. These techniques could include
feedback control mechanisms, such as proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) controllers, to regulate the
robot’s speed and maintain stability during move-
ments.

5) Feedback and Responses:
Once the robot performs the requested movement,
the Flask server provides feedback to the mobile app,
confirming the successful execution of the command.
This feedback ensures effective communication be-
tween the user and the robot, providing confidence
and assurance in the control process.
The feedback is conveyed through an HTTP response
sent back to the mobile app. This response indicates
the status or outcome of the requested movement,
allowing the user to be aware of any errors, obstacles
encountered, or successful completion of the move-
ment.
Additionally, the feedback mechanism can include
real-time updates on the robot’s position or any other
relevant information, enabling the user to have a
comprehensive understanding of the robot’s current
state.
By implementing the manual control module using
a Flask server and the HTTP protocol, users can
interact with the mobile app’s joystick interface to
control the robot’s movements remotely. The Flask
server serves as an intermediary, receiving the user’s
commands and translating them into corresponding
robot movements. This allows for manual control
and navigation of the robot in real-time, offering
researchers and users a powerful tool to explore the
capabilities and potential applications of the robotic
system.
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3) Node Architecture: The system is divided into three main
ROS nodes [76]: the robot node, the central control node,
and the cloud server. The robot nodes are responsible for
performing autonomous exploration, local and global mapping,
object detection, live sensor readings, and live video streaming
with two-way audio communication. The central control node
manages the horde of AGVs, receives commands from the
cloud server and mobile app, and communicates with individual
robots to coordinate their actions. The cloud server serves as
a bridge between the mobile app and the central control node,
allowing the user to take manual control of the AGVs when
necessary.

• Central Control Node: The central control node as shown
in Fig. 4 is responsible for managing the swarm of
robots and processing data generated by the individual
robot nodes. [77] It subscribes and publishes to various
topics to receive data from the robot nodes, such as map
data, and also publishes messages to control the behavior
of individual robot nodes, such as starting or stopping
exploration or requesting a specific robot to perform a task.

Fig. 4. Central Control Node

• Fig. 5 is Robot Node: Each robot node is responsible for
exploring the environment autonomously using the frontier
exploration package, then generating a local map using the
G-mapping package and communicating with the central
control node to share information and receive instructions.
The robot node subscribes to various topics to receive
messages from the central control node, such as requests
to start or stop exploration. If the autonomous exploration
is paused then the user can control the robot manually. If
a task is set to detect any object or victim then it uses
the CVlib object detection algorithm to detect the same
and if it is detected then it publishes the notification to the
MQTT broker topic. It also live streams the camera and
microphone output using HTTP protocol with the help of

IP tunneling.

Fig. 5. Robot Node

4) Conclusion: In conclusion, the software architecture pro-
posed for the swarm of AGVs for search and rescue operations
consists of multiple ROS nodes communicating with each other
through various protocols like MQTT, HTTP, and ROS topics
[78]. The central control node is responsible for managing and
controlling the swarm of AGVs, including sending commands
for autonomous exploration, stopping exploration upon user
request, and enabling manual control through a flask server. The
robot nodes are responsible for live video streaming, two-way
audio communication, local mapping, object detection, and live
sensor readings. The cloud server acts as a bridge between the
user requests and the central control node using HTTP requests.
Overall, the proposed software architecture provides a flexible
and efficient solution for search and rescue operations.

C. Workflow

1) Initialize the central control node, cloud server, and all
the robot nodes.

2) The robot nodes will start the exploration process au-
tonomously.

3) During exploration, each robot node will generate local
maps and send them to the central control node.

4) The central control node will receive the local maps from
all the robot nodes and combine them to create a global
map of the environment.

5) The live video feed from each robot node will be live
streamed and hosted on a web server using HTTP proto-
col.

6) The two-way audio communication module will allow the
user to communicate with each robot node.
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7) In case of any object or victim detection, the object
detection module will send alert to the mobile app and
also stoping the autnomous exploration of that specific
robot.

8) If the autonomous exploration needs to be stopped for any
specific robot node, the user can request it via the mobile
app, which will send an HTTP request to the cloud server.

9) The cloud server will send an MQTT message to the cen-
tral control node, which will publish it to the respective
robot node to stop the exploration process.

10) The manual control module will be activated, and the
user can manually control the robot node through a Flask
server.

This workflow is an iterative process, and the exploration,
mapping, detection, and monitoring will continue until the
search and rescue operation is complete.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 6. Hardware

Here the brain of the robot is Raspberry Pi, which is con-
nected to Arduino Uno for bidirectional serial communication
via USB cable. The Sensors (Lidar, Camera, Mic and Speaker)
are connected to Raspberry pi and actuators (L298N Motor
Driver which is connected to both the motors) are connected
to the Arduino Uno. And the battery is connected to L298N

Motor Driver and UBEC which then connects to Raspberry pi
as shown in Fig. 6.

The system’s software architecture was developed utilizing a
decentralized methodology [79], with each robot node in charge
of its own autonomous exploration and environment mapping.
The swarm of AGVs was controlled and monitored by the
central control node, The user could also take over control of
a particular robot in the swarm network if necessary.

The communication architecture was implemented using
ROS topics and messages. Each robot node subscribed to the
”explore/resume” topic to receive a true or false message from
the central control node to pause or resume its autonomous
exploration [80]. The ”local map” topic, which the robot nodes
broadcast, featured a map of the immediate area created by the
robot’s LiDAR sensor.

The HTTP and WebRTC protocols, respectively, were used to
create live video streaming and two-way voice communication
[81]. The web server streams the live video stream produced
by the camera module, and the mobile app receives it via IP
tunneling. Using a WebRTC server, the speaker and microphone
enable two-way audio communication between the robot node
and the mobile app by encoding and transmitting the audio in
real time are shown in Fig. 7.

Each robot node had a Flask server that was used for manual
control of a particular robot. The mobile app sent an HTTP
request to the cloud server to stop the exploration of the desired
robot. [82] The MQTT protocol was then used by the cloud
server to send a message to the central control node, which
subsequently broadcast the message to the particular robot node
to halt its exploration. The user may then control the robot using
the mobile app after the Flask server on the robot node turned
on the manual control.

All things considered, the system was created and put into
place to offer a quick and effective response system for search
and rescue operations, with the potential to function in difficult
areas where it might not be safe for humans to operate. The
inclusion of ROS topics and messages made it easier for the
system’s nodes to communicate with one another, allowing the
swarm of AGVs to work independently while simultaneously
giving the user access to live video streaming and two-way
voice.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we will present the results obtained from
the implementation of the designed system and discuss their
implications.

First, we assessed the autonomous exploration module’s
performance. The AGV swarm’s performance in several gazebo
simulation scenarios are shown in Fig. 9 was promising [83].
The 3D LiDAR sensor allowed the robots to avoid obstacles,
travel through difficult terrain on their own, and map their
surroundings as they moved through it. The exploration module
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Fig. 7. Mobile Application Screen Shots

Fig. 8. Victim Detection Results
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Fig. 9. Gazebo Simulation

was able to provide accurate and detailed maps of the surround-
ings, which could be used to locate and rescue victims.

Additionally assessed were the two-way audio communica-
tion and live video streaming modules. On the mobile app,
the robots mere able to deliver a real-time video feed. It
was discovered that the two-way audio communication module
worked well, which can enable rescuers to speak with victims or
other staff who were close to the robots. This capability proved
to be very helpful when the robots were placed in hard-to-reach
locations.

It was discovered that the local and global mapping modules
worked well at producing precise and in-depth maps of the area.
The global mapping module permitted the production of a more
comprehensive map of the entire area, while the local mapping
module allowed the robots to produce a detailed map of their
immediate surroundings [84].

Also, the object detection module was especially helpful in
identifying and finding victims are shown in Fig. 8. The module
successfully found and identified the targeted object, providing
precise information on the mobile app. This function proved
to be especially helpful in circumstances where victims were
either trapped or elusive.

The manual control module was evaluated by allowing users
to take control of individual robots through the mobile app.
[85] This feature proved to be particularly useful in situations

where the robots needed to be controlled manually or where
human intervention was necessary.

Overall, the results obtained from the implementation of
the designed system were promising. The system was able to
autonomously explore challenging environments, provide real-
time video feed and two-way audio communication, create
accurate and detailed maps of the surroundings, detect and
locate victims, and provide real-time sensor readings. The
system has the potential to be used in search and rescue
operations to reduce the risk to human life and improve the
efficiency of rescue operations.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

A. Conclusion

The proposed project demonstrated the successful imple-
mentation of a swarm of autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs)
equipped with sensors and communication modules for search
and rescue operations. The central control system, built on
ROS architecture, effectively managed the horde of AGVs and
allowed for real-time monitoring and control of the swarm. The
integration of live video streaming and two-way audio commu-
nication enhanced the situational awareness of the rescue team
and allowed for efficient communication with victims.
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The autonomous exploration and mapping functionality en-
abled the AGVs to navigate challenging terrains, map the
environment, and detect objects or victims. The manual control
feature allowed for a human operator to take control of a spe-
cific robot when necessary. The live sensor readings provided
real-time feedback on the status of each AGV, which was crucial
for ensuring their proper functioning during search and rescue
operations.

The project achieved the objective of reducing the risk to
human life in dangerous areas by providing a quick and efficient
response system for search and rescue operations. However,
some limitations were observed during testing, such as the
limited battery life of the AGVs and the dependency on stable
network connectivity for communication.

In summary, our work offers a comprehensive solution that
combines cost-effectiveness, practicality, scalability, and im-
mense potential for various applications. With its ability to
provide live video streaming, two-way audio communication,
object detection, and global mapping, it holds promise for
empowering sections of society prone to natural disasters such
as earthquakes with increased efficiency in disaster response
and providing humanitarian aid and relief efforts. Along with
search and rescue operations, remote monitoring and environ-
mental exploration in vast lands of an unknown environment
and difficult terrain is also made comparatively easier.

B. Future Scope

Also, our architecture provides a solid foundation for future
enhancements and advancements. The open-source nature of
the software components allows for continuous development
and integration of cutting-edge technologies. The proposed
project can be further improved by implementing advanced
machine-learning algorithms for object detection and tracking.
The addition of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped
with thermal imaging cameras can enhance search and rescue
operations during nighttime or in low visibility conditions. The
integration of 5G network technology can also improve the
stability and speed of communication between the AGVs and
the central control system.

The integration of advanced sensors and communication
modules, along with autonomous exploration and mapping
functionality, provided an efficient and reliable response system
for search and rescue operations. The project has significant
implications for improving the safety and effectiveness of
search and rescue operations in challenging environments.
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